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Why is SIP Trunkin
way: Most companies use a T1 or PRI line
with 23 channels for voice traffic. Yet a
business with 50-75 phones might only use
10-15 channels at any given time. Even 
though almost half of the capacity of these 
lines is being wasted, businesses will not 
downgrade their network for fear of not 
being able to handle peak call volumes when
the need arises-a perfect understandable
concern.

Conversely, organizations also tend to pay
for more bandwidth than they regularly need on the data side of their business in order to handle large file
bursts. The result is that companies use two different lines for their voice and data traffic, and neither is being
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without compatibility problems.  
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ought possible.

are on the rise.

39% of survey respondents have
already deployed SIP trunking-by 
2010, it is projected to become the 
second most commonly-deployed 
trunking type. 

Respondents are deploying SIP 
trunking widely across their 
organizations, and not just trialing at 
one or a few sites1 .
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Deploying SIP
Deploying SIP is eas
you can use an analo
trunks to your netwo
economically with th
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To ensure QoS, a typ
provide absolute prio
shaping-remote TCP
inbound VoIP packet

SIP Options
There are two main s

A Managed N
cost more.

An Internet-based model can lower costs, and offer more reliability than in the past. Reliability of 99.9%
in these systems is common-and that is well within the tolerance of most companies.

Either way, SIP is an inexpensive technology to deploy, and the yearly cost reductions it delivers definitely 
makes the investment well worthwhile. It's a strong approach to minimizing wasted bandwidth while
maximizing network performance for both data and voice communications. 
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